ANTHROPOLOGY
Learn anthropology by doing anthropology
Anthropology involves the study of human culture and social experience through space and time—from early hominid ancestors to contemporary societies. The major
provides students with instruction in anthropology’s four fields: archaeology, biological, cultural, and linguistic anthropology, plus applied approaches.
St. Mary’s College of Maryland’s anthropology program is the sixth best undergraduate program in anthropology in the U.S. according to Schools.com.

Research Opportunities

Practical Skills

Advanced Studies

Anthropology students conduct first-hand research in Many opportunities exist within the department
courses, field schools, internships, directed research for students to gain practical skills in ethnographic,
with faculty, and for their capstone project. Students archaeological and oral history methods:
who pursue the concentration in archaeology benefit • Directed research
from an active faculty and long standing partnerships • Independent studies
with Historic St. Mary’s City and Jefferson Patterson • Archaeological Field Schools in Maryland
Park and Museum that houses the Maryland
and overseas
Archaeological Conservation Laboratory.
• Archaeology Lab/Field Technician
• Cremona Fellows
• Senegal and St. Croix Study Abroad

What Do Anthropology
Majors Do?

The Department of Anthropology was established
in 2007. In 2016, the department sent a survey to
126 alumni and got a 69% response rate from the
alumni. The survey results shown in this graphic show
the variety of professional fields where anthropology
majors make their careers.

St. Mary’s alums have gone to graduate or professional
schools at these institutions: Oxford University,
Cambridge University, Columbia University, Johns
Hopkins University, Syracuse University, Boston
University, College of William and Mary, University
of Maryland College Park, American University,
George Washington University, University of Virginia,
University of South Florida, University of Arizona,
University of Massachusetts at Boston, among others.
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